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JANUARY 2017 NEWSLETTER
This month’s meeting:
1800hr, Thursday 19th January 2017.
HOW TO PRPARE A NEW EXHIBIT
Bring your goodies and share with experts.
Venue: PhilaChina, 9F, 50 Gloucester Road,
Wanchai. T: 25300100
Next meeting: Same venue.
1800hr, Thursday 16th February 2017.

HONG KONG STAMPEX 2017 香港郵展
3rd-5th March 2017
Venue: Sheung Wan Recreation Center
上環文娛中心
Turn your collection into an exhibit!
Competitive exhibits invited!
Deadline: 15th February 2017 (tentative).
Apply with Commissioner Anna Lee.

Philatelic highlights in January:
 Congratulations to Mr Lee King Yue and Mr Nick Halewood being elected fellows of the Royal Philatelic Society
London.
 Chinese New Year of Rooster Hong Kong stamps and stamp sheetlets is on sale commencing 7th January 2017.
China Post issued theirs on 5th January. An exhibition of zodiac stamps were on show during the Chinese first day
of issue celebration in Suzhou which our members Jason Ho and Kei Kok Ying participated with exhibits.
Philatelic highlights in January/February:
 We treasure your membership. However for members not already paid up, no more Newsletter will be sent if the
subscription is not received by the end of January 2017.
 Exhibitors at Taipei 2016, please note that MEDALS have arrived and could be collected at our next meeting.
 Competitive exhibits invited for Stampex 2017! Please apply with Anna Lee by mid-February. Join us in this
monthly meeting with theme HOW TO PRPARE A NEW EXHIBIT and put your Chinese New Year into good use by
turning your collection into an exhibit!
 Kung Hay Fat Choy! We wish you a very healthy, prosperous and Happy New Year of Rooster. The first
day of the New Year will be on 28th January 2017.
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CHINA 2016 ASIAN INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
COMMISSIONER’S REPORT
Mak Che King
The China 2016 Asian International Stamp exhibition was held in Nanning, the
capital city of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region. The show was staged at
Nanning International Convention and Exhibition Center from December 2 - 6, 2016.
A total of 339 exhibits, 1293 frames and 50 literature exhibits were displayed, and to
which 9 Large Gold medals and 22 Gold medals were awarded. The Grand Prix
D’honneur was awarded to the Australian exhibiter, Mr Darry Fuller for his Leeward Islands Postal Stationary. The
Grand Prix International was awarded to Mr Santpal Sinchawla, an exhibiter from Thailand, for his Classic Burma.
The Early Military Posts of China (1913-1949) exhibited by Mr Li Shuguang was awarded the Grand Prix National
of China 2016 Asian International Stamp Exhibition. 7
exhibits were withdrawn from the competition, and an
important message was received from the jury during the
critique session regarding 6 out of competition examples
that did not use the requisite official language in order to
present their exhibits.
Our Honorary President Mr William Kwan, for his stamps
and covers of East China Liberated Area (pictures1-2) and
Mr Tony Kwan, for his Empress Dowager (picture 3), were
invited to show their rare and important items in the FIAP
Grand Prix Club Display. Two Gold Medals were awarded
to Mr Wong Siu Po for his China Liberated Area Issues of
Central Kiangsu {1942-1949} and Mr Juai Wai Chung for
his People’s Letter Office (Min Hsin Chu) of China during
the Qing Dynasty. Three Large Vermeil medals were
awarded to Mr Mak Che King for his Folk House Stamp
of China 1986, Miss Anna Lee for her Dr Sun Yat-Sen
London Print and Mr Juai Wai Chung for his Early Airmail
of the Chinese People Post plus Special Prize. Three
Vermeil medals were also awarded; one to Mr Wong Kin
Chi Danny for his History of Port Arthur and Dairen, a
postal history, and two were awarded to Youth, Miss Mak
Yee Ching for her History of Kiosk at China (1925-1957)
and Archery Tower Postal Stationery Envelope China 1992
plus Special Prize. One Large Silver Medal was awarded
to Mr Mak Kwok Pui for his History of Postal Kiosk at
China (1901-1949).
One frame exhibit, by Mr Wong Siu Po of his Liberated
Area Issues of Anhui Province scored 82 points and
another exhibit by Mr Charles Chan of his Hong Kong
“Local Mail” in the Queen Victoria Era, 1876-1901, scored
88 points. A Literature exhibit by Mr Lu Zhiwei of his
Macao Postage Stamp Catalogue was awarded a Silver
Medal. Mr Mak Che King was also awarded a Large Silver
Medal for his Mak’s Stamp World.
Three seminars were also held on 5 December 2016. I
attended the Postal History seminar where the speaker was
Mr Chang Min and the Postal Stationery Seminar, given
by Mr Chen Yu An. I did not attend the Thematic Philately
seminar in the afternoon session, presented by Mr Chan
Huel Lock, because I attended a meeting with the China
Automated Stamp Club that was scheduled three months
ago, at the same time.
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Photos curtesy of Vincent Lian

Our December 2016 meeting was well attended
with 23 members in the new venue at PhilaChina. It
proved very informative with Francis Au providing
an informative and interesting talk on his cover with
what was at one time thought to be an Indian
marking. Francis however proved that the marking
was applied in Hong Kong. Francis showed how
tracking down the information is often only possible
with information from various sources, a good
library is therefore a must for postal historians. A
copy of the cover discussed is shown. I forget how
many years it took for Francis to track down the
information but it came from several unconnected
sources. His research paper is due to appear in our
forthcoming Journal.
Malcolm showed a recently acquired 4 cent
stationery envelope (see scan below) sent via Rangoon to China and was asking why. Answer quickly given it was
quicker than through China, however the sender should have used a 5 cent envelope as it was charged postage due
on arrival.
Peter Hilling also shared his incoming mail with Singapore-Hong Kong Marine sorter and an interesting postal
marking of Hong Kong. His research will appear in the forthcoming journal of the Hong Kong Study Circle.
(Report by Malcolm Hammersley and others)
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CRAZE FOR ZODIAC STAMPS IN CHINA
Figures come first: in China there are in excess of 10 million stamp
collectors – the largest and probably the youngest group of collectors in the
world; about two million are members of various philatelic societies. For
non-collectors, stamps are consumed as gifts and instrument of investment.
Together, they generated an annual turnover in the region of RMB 100
billion (approx. US$13 billion) in sales of new stamp products. Remarkably,
a single issue of Chinese zodiac stamps and its product extensions account
for more than 30% of the annual sales turnover!
No wonder the first day of issue for zodiac（shengxiao 生肖）stamps is big deal in China. Many cities compete to
be the site of first day release – and the solution is typically oriental – multiple cities could claim the right of first
release with festivities – with long queues of eager collectors
awaiting. The enthusiasm was to certain extent driven by the rags
to riches story of a small monkey stamp issued in 1980. It is now
trading steadily above RMB10,000 apiece against the original
issue value of RMB0.08!

Long queue in first day sales in Suzhou

The reporter was invited to the Year of Rooster Stamps first day
release in Suzhou on 5th January 2017 and here is a report of what
I saw. A long queue was formed before 00:00hr when the stamps
could be released for sale. Collectors complaint about the stamps
must be sold in presentation packs at inflated prices, yet it did
not deter them. Never mind the queue all had silver lining in their
hair, as the general population is aging too. You cannot beat an
enthusiastic crowd! A sense of elation and reunion among
collector friends was in the air. I got my stamps at around 01:00hr
and happily retired to my hotel room.

There were well over a hundred guests coming from all
over China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, plus representatives
from foreign postal administrations. Early in the
morning, invited guests were shuttled to the official
ceremony – at a modern convention center next to Jinjihu
(Golden Rooster Lake, of course!) east of Suzhou. The
ceremony was held in a theatre completed with a song and
a dance. Then, guests were invited to view an exhibition
of zodiac stamps.
I was proudly amazed to find that out of 193 frames of
exhibits, 37 frames were devoted to Hong Kong zodiac
stamps, an indication of her popularity amongst Chinese
collectors. This included exhibits from our members Mr
The first HK zodiac stamp used on board a P&O vessel.
Kei Kok Ying 紀覺英 and Jason Ho 何國康. Kei showed
his 5 frame exhibit of Hong Kong zodiac stamp labels and
Jason showed another 5 frames of regular zodiac stamps. Both attended the event in person. I told Jason my favorite
among his exhibits is the Year of Ram paquebot cover from Samoa! Jason said he knew because he observed I did
not have a P&O cover to illustrate my report last month! Other rarities included imperforated Dog and missing color
Dragon – who says that zodiacs are necessarily low-end? Some of the gems
of Jason’s exhibits are reproduced here.
One important driver behind the Chinese zodiac stamp craze is the Chinese
Zodiac Stamp Society 中 國 生 肖 郵 票 協 會 – celebrating its 20th
anniversary in the afternoon. With 7,000-strong membership and branches
all over China and beyond, it is without doubt the largest unofficial
philatelic association in China. No wonder even the President of the official
federation – All-China Philatelic Federation – attended their celebration.
It was announced that Liechtenstein, Tonga and Hong Kong won the best
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2016 zodiac stamps award. Representatives from Liechtenstein and
Tonga came forward and picked up the awards, but not Hong Kong.
The Tonga stamp happened to be designed by Sophia Zhang, a New
Zealand resident emigrated from Guangzhou, China. She also
designed zodiac stamps for five other postal administrations in the
South Pacific. Are they sold for collectors exclusively, I asked. No,
they are valid and used in these places, she insisted. Never mind,
who could argue that they were beautifully designed?
A philatelic visit to Suzhou would not be complete without a visit to
the Chinese Zodiac Stamp Museum 生肖郵票博物館 , set in a
mandarin courthouse in the west side of the old town. In this probably
the only zodiac stamp museum in the world there are thousands after
thousands of zodiac stamps – issued by 129 postal administrations
Sophia and her works.
across the globe (73 in 2016). The venue itself is a fine piece of
antique. You could find the postal counters to mail your souvenirs, and if you come before the end of February – you
could find an exhibition of the artwork by Sophia too!
As the founder and President Zhou Zhihua of the Chinese
Zodiac Stamp Society put it, zodiac stamps maybe well
suited for beginners, attracting and educating new
generation of collectors. But without beginners, where
would the advanced collectors come from?
Like all important days in China, the event was washed
down by strong doses of alcohol, and a lot of well-wishing
for the coming year. From a single stamp issue in 1981,
zodiac stamps in China has grown to a big business of
multiple stamps, sheetlets and presentation packs, the
Golden Rooster indeed brings fortunes 金雞報喜. Yet a
Chinese proverb “do not kill the hens for her eggs 毋殺雞
取 卵” may serve well as reminder for the postal
administrations. (Report by Danny Wong)

The gallery of Chinese Zodiac Stamp Museum

Without beginners, where would the advanced collectors come from?
Please help a collector’s request from Brazil.
My name is Anselmo, I am a young Brazilian, a philatelist since I was ten years old, I currently live in the city
of Jacobina, Bahia, Brazil. I began collecting stamps from an activity in the college, which aroused interest in
philately. My favorite subjects are: automobiles, airplanes, sports, football, animals, dogs, cats, fauna, flora,
Pope personality and Christmas.
With the change of the city I resided I ended up giving time in the collection, returning to about a year. Faced
with all the difficulties we currently face for access to philately. I come through this email requesting if
possible the donation of some stamps used for my small collection.
I thank you for your attention. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
My mailing address: Anselmo Oliveira, Rua Hum , nº 24, Jacobina I, CEP: 44700-000 – Jacobina-Bahia-Brasil

HK Stampex
Melbourne FIAP
Bandung FIP
Brazilia FIP
Dubai FIAP
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3rd-5th March 2017
Commissioner: Anna Lee. Deadline mid-February 2017.
Venue: Sheung Wan Recreation Center 上環文娛中心
30th March – 2nd April 2017 Commissioner: Stephen T.Y. Chan. Application closed.
24th – 28th August 2017
Commissioner: Danial Szeto. Application closed.
end October 2017
Commissioner: Anna Lee. Application open.
November 2017
Commissioner: to be announced. Application open.
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Fig.1

Fig.2

Business as Usual during the War

Macau Fan

Wartime postal history items of Macau are excessively rare, particularly so for commercial covers. This is
understandable as these fragile covers could hardly survive the difficult time of the war unless they were
purposely made and kept for collecting. In fact, philatelically motivated covers and correspondence
between stamp dealers can be found occasionally which reflect the vibrant collecting activities during that
time. Having said that, due to the blockage of postal routes after the fall of Hong Kong, these items are
very much confined to local covers and correspondence between Japanese occupied areas within China.

Fig.3

Fig 1 is a postal card sent from Singapore to a
stamp dealer Mak Yuk Tin in Macau. It was
mailed on 27 January, 1940, well before the
outbreak of the Pacific War, and was thus
delivered normally. A special label with face
value 1 cent was affixed to raise fund for war
charity. Fig 2 is a cover mailed on 4 February,
1943, to Cathay Stamp Co. in Shanghai by Him
Kei Stamp Co. in Macau. Both were active
dealers during the war years. Fig 3 is a first day
cover of the Increase in Productivity issue of
Manchukuo, addressed to K.S. Mack, owner of
the famous Ching Kee Stamp Co. in Macau.

Due credits should be given to these dealers. The covers they left behind help to fill up the otherwise
rather empty wartime Macau postal history.

World Heritage in China Series No.6:
Kaiping Diaolou and Villages
Issue Date：16.2.2017 Design: LEE Ying-chi
This sixth stamp sheetlet of the World Heritage in China
Series features the Kaiping Diaolou and villages in
Guangdong. Diaolou is an iconic architectural form in
Kaiping that encompasses living, defence, shelter and
security. The architecture juxtaposes rural Chinese and
western influences. This stamp sheetlet showcases the
bucolic charm of Kaiping villages with a Diaolou on the
right overlooking the town. Enhanced by high-resolution
printing, this stamp sheetlet gives a vivid depiction of the
Kaiping landscape.
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To encourage our members to participate actively in the “Friends of Hongkong Post” program, we have
reproduced the following letter and urge you to apply directly with the Hongkong Post.
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